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MILITARY POWER

ples, but the actual number is understood to be 40. While Singapore’s
defence establishment is quite open on
topics such as its participation in
international exercises and humanitarian relief work, it tends to be coy about its
order of battle.
To co-ordinate this comprehensive
aerial armada Singapore has the region’s
most advanced airborne early warning
capability. This comes in the form of
four Gulfstream G550 AEW&C aircraft,
modiﬁed to carry Elta Systems’ EL/W2085 multi-band radar.
Another major development in the
past two years is the arrival of the Airbus Defence & Space A330 multi-role
tanker transport. Singapore conﬁrmed
an order for the type in 2014 and received its ﬁrst of six examples in 2018.
The type has replaced the RSAF’s geriatric ﬂeet of Boeing KC-135Rs and
made its overseas debut during
Exercise Forging Sabre, which ran at
Mountain Home AFB in Idaho in early
October 2019 – the RSAF has a detachment of F-15SGs located at the base.
Other examples of RSAF capability
growth include the ﬁnal operational
clearance of the Israel Aerospace Industries Heron 1 unmanned air vehicle
(UAV) system in 2017, and the 2016
decision to acquire an undisclosed
number of Airbus Helicopters H225M
and Boeing CH-47F rotorcraft, as part of
a ﬂeet modernisation programme. The
Caracals and Chinooks will respectively replace the RSAF’s existing AS332
Super Puma and CH-47SD helicopters.

Greg Waldron/FlightGlobal
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Service operates four modified Gulfstream G550s with Elta EL/W-2085 radars fulfilling an AEW&C role
These have been in service since 1983
and 1994, respectively.
Given the vital importance of open
sea lanes, Singapore places a high premium on maritime awareness. In the
maritime patrol mission, it operates
ﬁve Fokker 50 MPA Enforcer Mk 2 aircraft, which also have an anti-submarine warfare capability.
These aircraft have been in service
since 1995. In a 2018 interview, the
former chief of the RSAF, Major-General Mervyn Tan, said the country
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would continue to operate them as
long as “it is operationally and economically feasible… We will explore
further upgrades or procure new systems when necessary to ensure we
remain capable of meeting Singapore’s
security needs.”
If exhibits at the 2018 Singapore air
show are anything to go by, Singapore
is willing to consider some innovative
approaches to maritime patrol missions, including extended use of UAVs
for roles such as deploying and moni-

toring ﬁelds of sonobuoys. At
Singapore’s biennial IMDEX naval
show in May 2019, several UAV makers said they see signiﬁcant potential
in the region for small, unmanned vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) systems that can be deployed from warships. Such systems would be highly
effective operating from Singaporean
naval vessels.
Davis gives the RSAF high marks,
yet notes distinct strengths and weaknesses: “In terms of strengths, there is

clearly a qualitative edge generated by
advanced technology capabilities, notably networked and joint forces with
high sustainability and readiness and
a recognition that absence of territory
means they have to project power in a
timely and responsive manner. Weaknesses – I’d say that lack of strategic
depth is always going to be a challenge
if they face a major power like China,
or if their neighbours were to suddenly
adopt a more modern approach to
force development.” Q
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endurance. The latest version in the
IAI Harpy range is the Mini Harpy, a
tactical system that combines
detection of broadcast radiation – from
the likes of enemy radars – with electro-optical capabilities that give the
operator high-quality video footage of
the target.

Canister-launched Hero-30
weighs 3kg and is designed
for anti-personnel missions

“The Orbiter 4 is
transformative.
You can conduct
a long mission
beyond line
of sight”

SURPRISE ATTACKER

DANY ESHCHAR
Deputy chief executive for
marketing and sales, Aeronautics

UVision

Elbit’s main offering in loitering munitions has been its electrically powered
SkyStriker, which typically carries a
5kg warhead with a 10.8nm (20km)
range, and which the company says
gives units in the field “a silent, invisible and surprise attacker”. How
ever,
Elbit’s takeover of IMI (previously Israel
Military Industries) has taken it into a
new segment by giving it access to that
company’s range of heavy airborne
munitions, including IMI’s Delilah

long-range loitering missile, a 135nmrange weapon fitted with a 30kg
warhead that can surveil a target area
before being activated (usually by an
operator on a fighter aircraft).
UVision was established in 2011,
with a management team largely drawn
from other aerospace and defence companies, and, after spending “five or six
years” developing its range, is now in
full “operational mode”, says its vicepresident of marketing and sales, Shane
Cohen. It has a full range of tactical loitering munitions under the Hero brand,
but most interest is in three products,
he says. The 3kg man-portable, canister-launched Hero-30 has a 0.5kg warhead and a 30min endurance and is
pitched at anti-personnel missions. It is
“combat proven”, but UVision will not
confirm with whom.
The 12.5kg, anti-tank Hero-120 is the
company’s “largest of its short-range
systems”, with a 3.5kg warhead,
a range of 21.6nm and an endurance of
60min. Able to “track moving targets”,
the product was late last year
“demonstrated under an order from a
strategic customer”, says Cohen.
The company’s latest loitering munition, the 40kg maximum take-off
weight (MTOW) and 81nm-range
Hero-400, was unveiled in mid-2017.
An 8kg tandem-charge warhead al-

lows it to penetrate targets protected
by reinforced concrete, says Cohen.
UVision carried out a demonstration of
the weapon in the USA last year and
will “hold several more trials” during
2020, he says. A new folding-wing
mechanism – “a technical challenge”
– allows the Hero-400 to be deployed
from a canister. The wings open in
flight to improve aerodynamics, and a
2h endurance allows operators to
“change the target or wait for one to
become relevant”, says Cohen. Ultimately, a mission can be aborted
roughly 100m (130ft) before impact.

NEW CAPABILITIES

Cohen says that what differentiates
UVision from other loitering munitions manufacturers is “our range of
capabilities”, including a “top attack
capability” derived from a cruciform
four-wing design. “Most competitors
have flat wings, but when you want to
come in at a steep attack angle, you are
fighting against the lift,” he says. “It
means we can come in through the

thinner roof of a tank, for instance.
Also, our gimbal-based camera means
you can loiter and keep eyes on the
target at all times.”
UVision’s strategy, he says, has
been to bring affordable loitering munitions to field operations so that
even platoons that might have been
equipped with mortars can now
“have the ability to have eyes on the
target and strike from the same platform”. He adds: “Until now, loitering
munitions have been used as a strategic procurement. We have made it a
tactical capability.”
Small UAVs – surveillance platforms, rather than loitering munitions
– are also crucial to Aeronautics’ strategy. Dany Eshchar, deputy chief executive for marketing and sales, believes
technology advances mean that operators can perform the same missions on
smaller platforms. “With miniaturised
sensors, you don’t always need a 25kg
payload – 3.5kg will allow you to see
in very high resolution, which yesterday you needed 35kg for,” he says.

“The market today is asking for transportability, independence from an airstrip, a small logistics footprint and
[for the device to be] easy for personnel in the field to operate.”

MARKET FOCUS

The company offers the larger A
 erostar
and Dominator, but Eshchar describes
the small tactical UAV market – which
it focuses on with its Orbiter family
(with 35 customers around the world)
– as “huge”, adding: “We have at least
10 tenders out there at $200 million
and up. It’s a segment that we excel at.”
He describes the company’s latest
product, the catapult-launched, 50kg
MTOW Orbiter 4, as a “game-changer”
because it is able to carry two 6kg sensors, and stay in the air at 10,000ft for
25h, an endurance it demonstrated
during a proving flight in December.
“It’s everything that you used to need a
1.5t aircraft for. Once you have this
sort of performance, it’s transformative. You can conduct a long mission
beyond line of sight,” he says.

Eshchar believes the MALE market
will continue but, within “four or five
years” the small tactical segment will
squeeze out smaller MALE types. “At
this stage there are sensors that cannot
be miniaturised, but that will not be the
case for long,” he says.
The sector will then split into highly
complex platforms that are able to operate at 25,000ft to 60,000ft and smaller
types flying at around 10,000ft, with
“nothing in between”. He reckons that
the Orbiter 4 – a development of the
30kg, electric Orbiter 3, in operation
since 2010 – will eventually represent
up to 50% of Aeronautics’ revenue.
Elbit chief executive Bezhalel Machlis is less convinced that compact
UAVs are the future. “Will the market
go to smaller UAVs and swarms? It
might be a direction, but I believe it
has limitations. It is not just the UAV
but the data network that comes with
it. People are not buying UAVs, but
solutions,” he says. “We have both

(small tactical and larger types), but
with bigger platforms you can fit
several systems, which you can

control. Small UAVs can be more complicated to manage and to operate.
“They have potential at battalion
level and in niche markets such as
recoverable loitering munitions,
which are very relevant for urban
fighting. But in my opinion they will
never replace big UAVs.” n

Controp’s compact eyes in the sky make easy work of remote airborne surveillance
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age of areas up to 1sq km (0.39sq mile). However, its
unique feature, for a product this size, says Controp,
is an embedded processing unit that compresses
and edits data before transmission, solving the
problem of constrained bandwidth.
The T-Stamp-XD, a larger, 5.7kg unit designed for
group two UAVs (weighing 10-25kg), is a s urveillance
and targeting system that guides munitions using
laser technology, and includes an automatic video
tracker that enables the o
 perator to retain eyes on the
target even when there is a communication loss.
Controp d
 escribes it as “a game-changer in terms of
optics performance versus weight”.
A third new product being showcased at the
Singapore air show is the MD-Stamp, which, at 1kg, is
a miniature version of the T-Stamp-XD. Controp says
it has many of the functions of its larger sibling, including a laser-designator capability that closes the sensor-to-shooter cycle on t actical missions, as well as
supporting munitions with laser-homing seekers.
Despite its effective ownership by Rafael – following the state-controlled company’s p
 urchase of a
50% stake in Aeronautics last year – Natan describes
Controp, which employs around 300 people, more
than 40% of them graduate engineers, as “a small,
vertically integrated business where we pride ourselves on personal contact with customers”. He

Stamp range is designed
for smallest UAVs
Controp

Like many in aerospace, Controp is constantly
watching its weight. With the trend in unmanned air
vehicles (UAVs) to smaller platforms, the Israeli pioneer in electro-optical/infrared surveillance cameras
has been working on payloads that offer the same or
better capabilities in a lighter package. Although the
company’s equipment is found on land vehicles, ships
and ground installations, Controp is best known for its
gyro-stabilised airborne iSky and Stamp ranges. “Our
DNA is from UAVs, so we have a heritage in making
things compact,” says Nir Bar Natan, senior director
of marketing.
Another driver for the company – founded in
1988 and jointly owned by Rafael and Aeronautics
– is introducing artificial intelligence and combining
its technologies into “systems” that can be installed
on one UAV. Both of these factors were behind the
launch last year of its latest additions to its Stamp
family, the Stamp-VMD and its larger sibling, the
T-Stamp-XD. The new products, says Controp, introduce a “complete ISTAR [intelligence, surveillance,
target acquisition and r econnaissance] concept –
covering a large area and closing the sensor-toshooter loop in real time”.
The Stamp-VMD, weighing 1.3kg (3lb), is pitched
at group one UAVs (those lighter than 10kg) and optimised for flight below the cloud ceiling and cover-

adds: “Everything is done in house, which gives us a
lot of flexibility and control of our budget. We can
deliver a solution to a customer very fast.”
The company’s airborne ranges span the D-StampHD, which weighs in at 850g (30oz), to the 29kg iSky

50HD, with other products including the iSea family for
naval applications and the 90kg Speed-ER for border
and coastal surveillance. Controp prides itself on the
speed at which it brings products to market. “We
launch three or four systems every year,” says Natan. ■
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An Elbit Systems Hermes
900 UAV carries the SkEye
wide-area persistent
surveillance solution
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Elbit, more than any other Israeli aerospace and defence
concern, has expanded its international presence. Investing
in innovation remains at the core of its successful strategy
By MURDO MORRISON

2,000 of the company’s 16,000-strong
workforce, will be the “centre of excel
lence” for its latest Night Vision acqui
sition. “That technology is not availa
ble in Israel, so that IP will remain in
the USA,” says Machlis.
The addition of IMI – a business
more dependent on Israeli government
contracts because of the sensitive
nature of its products – should take
revenues for 2019, the first full year of
the combined business, to about $4.5
billion, compared with $3.68 billion
the previous year. It also gives Elbit a
foothold in munitions for the first
time, to add to an extensive portfolio
that spans unmanned air vehicles
(UAVs), helmet-mounted and head-up
display systems, electro-optical (EO)
and
countermeasures
systems,
electronic warfare and signals intelli

Assaf Shilo/Israel Sun

or Elbit Systems chief
executive Bezhalel “Butzi”

Machlis, being a truly inter
national company means
more than offering Israeli equipment
to foreign customers. It is about operat
ing as a “multi-domestic” player by
manufacturing and developing prod
ucts across a network of subsidiaries
and joint ventures. “Our Israeli market
is important, but our future growth
will come from abroad,” he says. “Our
strategy is to extend our industrial
footprint, but also our IP [intellectual
property] in the West.”
Elbit is unique among Israel’s now
big three aerospace and defence con
tractors in that it is stock market listed
(rivals Israel Aerospace Industries and
Rafael are ultimately owned by the
government). The company has since
its foundation in 1996 funded an ag
gressive acquisition strategy at home
and overseas, from its merger with
electronics specialist El-Op in 2000
– which propelled it into the big
league in Israel – to its absorption of
then-fourth-placed player IMI Systems
(formerly Israel Military Industries) in
2018 and the former Harris Night Vi
sion business late last year.
And while each of Israel’s big three
makes the majority of its revenues
from exports, Elbit’s proportion is par
ticularly high at 80%, with 30% com
ing from the USA and 25% from Eu
rope. “We are not government
controlled, so it is a very different
game,” insists Machlis, an Elbit veter
an who took over in 2013 from Yossi
Ackerman, the boss behind the com
pany’s relentless expansion for 16
years. “Our strategy is to create inno
vation abroad, as well as in Israel, and
become a truly global company.”
That policy has seen Elbit establish
sizeable footprints in, among others,
Australia, Brazil, India, Switzerland,
the UK, and the USA. The US market
represents the biggest single slice of its
revenues, and its Elbit Systems of
America unit, which employs some

Machlis is investing in AI start-ups

gence, and command, control, com
munications, computers and intelli
gence (C4I) capabilities.
This breadth of competencies and a
high degree of vertical integration
gives Elbit a “huge advantage when it
comes to sharing technologies”, says
Machlis. “We can move them around
depending on export controls and em
ploy local citizens when there are
local sensitivities.” Elbit has also been
happy to partner with other aerospace
and defence companies on key pro
grammes, including RUAG in Switzer
land, Collins in the USA, and Thales
on the UK’s Watchkeeper surveillance
UAV, which shares a platform with the
Elbit Hermes 450.

COST SYNERGIES

However, while that “huge portfolio
helps make us more efficient in terms
of synergies and cost”, Machlis admits
that “it is difficult to maintain that
leadership position without investing
in R&D”. Elbit, he says, invests 9% of
its revenues, “double the usual per
centage in the industry”. Among the
many fruits of this policy – and likely
to be highlighted at the Singapore air
show – is an airborne high‑powered
laser that builds on work by the com
pany on miniaturised directed energy
systems and improving stabilisation
techniques on board aircraft.
The company has been a leader in
military lasers for many years, coming
up with the Music directional infrared
countermeasures system in response
to a government requirement to fit all
Israeli airliners with defences against
shoulder-launched missiles, following
a failed terrorist attack on a passenger

“It is difficult
to maintain
that leadership
position
without investing
in R&D”
BEZHALEL MACHLIS
Chief executive, Elbit Systems

jet in Kenya in 2002. Since the system
was d
eclared operational in 2014,
Elbit has marketed the Music range
around the world, winning contracts
from a 
number of governments for
head of state aircraft and – in partner
ship with Diehl – from the German air
force for its fleet of Airbus Defence &
Space A400Ms.
Its acquisition of Tucson-based Uni
versal Avionics in 2018 not only in
creased its industrial presence in the
USA, but took Elbit into the commer
cial market. It also merged the US
company’s “head-down” technology –
flight management systems and other
cockpit displays for business and gen
eral aviation aircraft – with the Israeli
firm’s speciality helmet-mounted and
other head-up displays to create a
wider portfolio of flightdeck products.
This includes SkyLens, a wearable
head-up display that shows images
generated by Universal’s enhanced
flight vision system.

“We see a lot of synergies with Uni
versal,” says Machlis. “They can lever
age our defence portfolio, selling hel
met technology into the commercial
market.” In addition, Universal’s pres
ence in the MRO segment – much of
its business involves retrofitting older
aircraft with modern avionics – means
Elbit can access a further base of cus
tomers. “The aftermarket was not
somewhere we were really in before
the acquisition,” he says.
Another development already in ser
vice that Elbit describes as an “intelli
gence breakthrough” is its SkEye
wide-area persistent surveillance solu
tion, part of a trend that Sasson Meshar,
vice-president of airborne optronic sys
tems, maintains is taking intelligence
gathering from “data processing to wis
dom” by using artificial intelligence
(AI). The system allows operators of the
EO equipment to zoom into several
local areas of interest at any one time,
while maintaining an eye on a region
up to 80sq km (31sq miles) in area. AI
tools highlight connections between
incidents that might be taking place in
different zones.
“AI is an area where we are investing
a lot, in the sensor itself, in EO and in
EW [electronic warfare], but also at a
system level in the form of big data,”
says Machlis. The firm has invested in
a number of start-ups specialising in AI
with a view to identifying “out of the
box” technologies that could be used in
its products. “This has potential to be a
real revolution,” he says. “If you com
bine AI and big data, you can create lots
of intelligence, which is relevant to eve
rything that we do.” n
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2018 and is now used by six nations.
The weight has been reduced to 12.7kg
and its range is 3nm at ground level or
5.4nm from helicopters. Another addition is a datalink that allows operators
to fine tune its mission during flight.
Rafael has also unveiled a new variant
of its longest-range Spike, the ER II,
which can reach targets 8.6nm away
when fired from a helicopter. The top
of the range is the air-launched Spike
NLOS – for “non-line of sight” – a missile that uses inertial navigation to
seek targets 16nm distant.
All versions of the Spike are in
service with 34 nations, including 19
NATO members, and operate on 45
platforms, says Papier. Among the
company’s marketing targets with the
weapon is the German armed forces,
currently looking to upgrade the
missile system on its Airbus Helicopters Tigers. Rafael produces and sells
Spikes in Europe through the
EuroSpike joint venture with German
companies Diehl Defence and Rheinmetall Electronics.

Rafael’s latest Spice missile identifies targets using artificial
intelligence, as the firm takes smart systems to a new level

R

afael has been a pioneer of
precision weaponry since the
era when Israel’s survival was
still in question, but one of
the defence technology firm’s latest
products – the Spice 250 air-to-surface
munition – takes intelligent munitions
to a new level. So asserts Gideon
Weiss, vice-president of business development, marketing and strategy at
the company’s air and C4ISR systems
division. “It is the first AI [artificial intelligence] weapon,” he says.
Last year, the Haifa-based company
tested and demonstrated a new
automatic target recognition (ATR)

capability for the smallest member of a
family that has been in service since
2003 and also includes the larger
Spice 1000 and Spice 2000 variants.
The new, deployable-wing missile,
which is not yet operational, has a
stand-off range of 54nm (100km) and
carries a 75kg (165lb) warhead.
It is intended mainly to attack
moving targets and uses AI to “learn”
specific target characteristics ahead of
the strike.

By MURDO MORRISON

Once the pilot has selected the target type to be attacked, the weapons
are launched towards the vicinity of
the threats, initially using an inertial
navigation system. On approach to the
target area, the weapons switch to ATR
to detect the target itself. The weapon
then hones in on its quarry either autonomously or with the involvement
of an operator, aided by an ATR algorithm. “By scene matching it can make
out a target with no human involvement,” says Weiss.
Spice is one of Rafael’s flagship
ranges. Unlike many long-range air-toground rivals, the weapons use electro-optical (EO)/infrared-based guidance systems, rather than GPS, which

makes them immune to GPS countermeasures. The original variant, the
454kg-warhead Spice 1000, was last
year recognised by the government
with an Israel Defence Prize. Rafael
also signed a teaming agreement with
Lockheed Martin in 2019 to jointly
develop, market and manufacture

Spice guidance kits for the US market.

TACTICAL ARMAMENT

Spike is another key weapon family
for Rafael, which is also expanding. A
tactical armament, it is described by
Gal Papier, director of marketing and
business development for precision
tactical weapon systems, as the first
anti-tank EO missile in the world. The
product originated from an urgent government request in 1973 after Israel

was threatened by Egyptian and Syrian tank units. Originally ground
launched, its capabilities have been
developed considerably since then
and it has been deployed on helicopters since 1985.
Two of the latest variants, which
will very much be talking points for
Rafael at the Singapore air show, are
the Spike SR, for short range, and an
enhanced version of the LR, the LR II.
The 1nm-range, 10kg SR is a shoulderlaunched missile for use at platoon
level and as a stepping stone between
unguided rockets and the larger Spike
MR. Singapore’s armed forces began to
take deliveries in 2016 as the Spike
SR’s first export customer.
Meanwhile, the LR II is a fifth-generation missile that entered service in

EXTENDED RANGE

Lockheed Martin is to
promote Spice in US market

“By scene
matching it can
make out a target
with no human
involvement”

Rafael

GIDEON WEISS
Vice-president of business
development, marketing
and strategy, air and C4ISR
systems, Rafael

Rafael’s other products include the Python and Derby ranges of air-to-air
missiles. It sells these to 13 air forces
worldwide. The latest version of the
latter, the I-Derby ER, takes its predecessor’s range from 32nm to 54nm,
thanks to the addition of a pulse device to its rocket motor, and is likely to
enter service within three years. Rafael
also co-operates with Raytheon on the
David’s Sling national defence system
designed to intercept ballistic missiles
and other long-range attacks, as well as
with Israel Aerospace Industries on
Iron Dome, a second shield of protection against short-range rockets and
artillery shells.
Another main line is its Litening
and Reccelite surveillance pods, new
versions of which it unveiled last year,
featuring a synthetic aperture radar
mode. This sensor complements each
pod’s EO suite, adding to its surveillance range, and representing, says Rafael, a “quantum leap in all-weather”
capabilities. Litening is used by 27 air
forces, with some 1,900 units in service. Reccelite is in operation with
more than 10 customers and integrated on fighters including the Eurofighter Typhoon and Saab Gripen. ■

How Israel is leveraging its aerospace industry’s expertise to take a place in space
On 11 April last year, Israel landed an unmanned
spacecraft on the Moon – but not quite in the way it
hoped. Its Beresheet (Hebrew for “the beginning”
or “Genesis”) crashed on to the lunar surface after a
seven-week journey designed to plant the nation
“on the space map”, “open a new horizon for the

Israeli economy”, and inspire youngsters to take up
careers in science.
The 600kg (1,320lb) vehicle was designed by
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) and the private
organisation SpaceIL, and while the effort failed to
deliver all its objectives, Israel has made a great play

Israel Aerospace Industries

IAI is industrial lead in satellite
programmes, including the
Ofek-11 surveillance orbiter
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of the fact that it has now joined an elite group of
countries – China, Russia and the USA – that have
flown to the Moon, and is the only non-superpower
to have done so.
However, the Jewish state is no newcomer to the
cosmos, having invested in its own satellite and
launcher capabilities in the 1980s in an effort to
establish an independent competence in Earth
observation and satellite communications. It
launched its first satellite in 1988 and is one of only
seven countries able to conduct its own space
missions. Since then, it has sent about 70 orbiters
into space.
In addition, it has partnered on a number
of international programmes, including the
European Space Agency’s ExoMars mission, and
with France’s space agency to construct the Venus
Earth observation satellite, launched in 2017 and
intended to monitor vegetation. The country’s first
astronaut, Ilan Ramon, died with six colleagues in
2003’s Space Shuttle Columbia disaster. He had
been the mission’s payload specialist.
IAI is the government’s space house, taking the
industrial lead on all Israel’s major programmes.

However, Israel’s other two big aerospace and
defence players also play a role, with Rafael the
champion of space propulsion – making tanks,
thrusters and valves – and Elbit Systems
specialising in electro-optical payloads, structures
and communications.
Elbit has recently moved into the emerging field
of so-called nanosatellites in its own right,
launching its Nanova platform in December as part
of a joint initiative with the USA to establish a
commercial constellation. The 5kg CubeSat hosts
an ultra-high-frequency communication payload
providing a direct satellite link for data, voice and
text messaging.
On a much bigger scale, IAI announced in
January that it was to develop and build Israel’s
national communications satellite, Dror 1, intended
to meet the country’s satellite communication
needs for 15 years. According to Boaz Levy,
executive vice-president and general manager of
the systems, missiles and space group, Dror 1 will
be “the most advanced satellite ever built in Israel”
with “state-of-the-art technologies” and “highly
advanced digital capabilities”. ■
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BOEING 737 MAX 10
Launched at Paris air show in 2017 as a rival to the A321neo, the largest and
longest-legged Max family variant is expected to conduct its first flight in 2020
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bus A220, with a growing list of customers placing orders. There were 50
aircraft ordered by lessor ALC and 20
aircraft orders from Nordic Aviation
Capital announced during the Paris air
show last year. Air France ordered 60
A220 aircraft in July, with an additional 30 options and 30 purchase rights.
The Embraer E190-E2 will celebrate
two years of revenue service in April
with Norway-based Widerøe and last
September, the ﬁrst Embraer E195-E2
aircraft, the largest in the E-Jets E2
family, was delivered to Azul Brazilian Airlines. New E2 customers Helvetic Airways, Binter Canarias and Air
Kiribati joined the GTF engine family.
KLM-Cityhopper recently ﬁrmed up
its order for up to 35 E195-E2 aircraft.

Carroll Lane,
president of
commercial
engines at Pratt &
Whitney talks to
Flight Daily News
about prospects
for geared
turbofan engine
sales and support
for customers in
the Asia-Paciﬁc
region and beyond

Pratt & Whitney

How does Pratt & Whitney’s
geared turbofan technology
help operators reduce costs?

ALL GEARED
FOR SUCCESS
Pratt & Whitney is shaping
the future of ﬂight with our
game-changing propulsion
solutions for civil and military aviation,
and the Asia-Paciﬁc region is a critical
market for our engines, products and
services. The region will see tremendous growth in commercial aviation in
the next 20 years, with more than
18,000 new aircraft required. Nearly
400 GTF-powered aircraft are currently
operating across Asia Paciﬁc, in addition to our sizeable V2500, GP7000 and
PW4000-powered ﬂeets, and the company has a large footprint in the region
to support our growing customer base.
On the military side, there are more
than 1,000 F100 engines in service,
with customers in the Asia-Paciﬁc region powering Boeing F-15 and Lockheed Martin F-16 ﬁghter aircraft.
There’s also a growing ﬂeet of F135s –
which power the ﬁfth-generation
Lockheed Martin F-35, operated by
South Korea, Japan and Australia. Additionally, IHI in Japan operates the
ﬁrst international F135 ﬁnal assembly
and check-out facility, and the ﬁrst international F135 MRO and upgrade
facility – located in Australia – will
achieve initial depot capability later
this year.
The regional, general, business and
helicopter segments serve more than
1,200 customers who are powered by
more than 10,000 of our engines in the

region, which accounts for 15% of the
total Pratt & Whitney Canada engine
ﬂeet in service worldwide. The APAC
operational hub in Singapore provides
those operators with 24/7 comprehensive support.

a very strong product in the region,
but how optimistic are you for those
aircraft programmes on which you
are exclusive engine supplier – the
Airbus A220, Embraer E2 family and
Mitsubishi SpaceJet?

What can visitors to your
stand at the air show expect
to experience?

Aircraft powered by GTF engines were delivered on six
continents last year. We are
seeing strong market interest in the Air-

MRO support is obviously
one of the most crucial factors for airlines operating
your engines. How would you describe your network in the region and
what are your plans for it?
The goal of the GTF MRO
network is to provide the
highest-quality maintenance
support for our GTF engine customers.
The company has a large and growing
presence in Asia, with dozens of
facilities and ﬁeld ofﬁces, and thousands of employees.
Along with our MRO network partners, we are making signiﬁcant investments to increase maintenance capability to support the GTF ﬂeet. There

How is Pratt & Whitney employing big data analytics to
help airlines manage MRO
costs with predictive maintenance?
Pratt & Whitney is continuing
to invest to create customer
value across our business.
Our engineers and digital teams are developing advances in data analytics, an
enhanced customer portal and new
customer apps. With our eFAST data
ecosystem, we are able to capture thousands of data parameters throughout
the full-ﬂight cycle, allowing us to better monitor engine performance, minimise disruptions and predict future
maintenance visits.
For GTF ﬂeets, we are collecting
signiﬁcantly more data at different
times in the ﬂight envelope, including
at engine start, climb and descent.
The engine incorporates 40% more
sensors than the [International Aero
Engines] V2500, and can generate approximately 4 million data points per
engine per ﬂight.
Our Advanced Diagnostics & Engine
Management system is a suite of webenabled software tools that analyzes
the real-time health data of more than
8,000 engines in service to spot operational trends and maintenance issues
early. This capability allows us to conduct proactive and targeted maintenance for our customers. ■

This year marks 95 years
since Pratt & Whitney’s
founding and we will highlight our heritage of innovation and the
latest in propulsive technology. We
plan to showcase our GTF engine architecture, featuring the revolutionary fan
drive gear system that powers ﬁve aircraft platforms, enabling signiﬁcant
fuel savings, sustainable economic
growth and new routes for our customers. Within our military portfolio, Pratt
& Whitney’s F135 propulsion system –
the world’s most advanced ﬁghter engine – continues to redeﬁne what’s possible for our customers and their
missions. And ﬁnally, our PW800 engine is the choice for long-range business jets, delivering performance and a
cabin experience second to none.
Additionally, the company has a
booth at AeroCampus and will host
Career Talks for those interested in
learning more about working at Pratt &
Whitney.
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The Airbus A320neo family
– on which you compete
with CFM International – is

Pratt & Whitney

How would you characterise
Pratt & Whitney’s market
presence in the Asia-Paciﬁc?

Pratt & Whitney is focused
on providing customers with
fuel-efﬁcient, environmentally friendly engines that help keep
operating costs low. The GTF engine’s
geared fan enables all modules to run
at their optimum rotational speed, reducing fuel, noise and part count. Operators enjoy fuel savings of up to 20%
compared with previous-generation
aircraft. GTF engines have saved customers more than $500 million in fuel
and 2.5 million metric tons of carbon
emissions since the engine's entry into
service. Demand for the GTF engine is
strong, with more than 10,000 orders
and commitments.

will be 10 active GTF MRO engine
centres worldwide by end of the year,
with three in Asia-Paciﬁc – ESA in
Singapore, and IHI and MHIAEL in
Japan. We are sharing best practices
among the facilities to drive down
maintenance costs, and using data analytics to leverage ﬂeet-wide learnings.
As MRO volumes continue to grow,
the network is expected to expand,
and we are continually evaluating to
ensure we have the right footprint to
support customers in each region.
We’re continuing to invest in technology and infrastructure, including
the introduction of our connected
factories approach at our facilities
in Singapore.
Through connected factory, we aim
to drive efﬁcient energy consumption,
enhanced product quality, improved
real-time maintenance, more efﬁcient
equipment operations, and improved
supply chain management.

GTF undergoing maintenance at one of P&Ws MRO facilities in Asia
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We update progress on half a dozen key commercial aircraft programmes
that will be featuring heavily in the headlines during the course of 2020

Comac

E175-E2: Embraer seeks sales

C919: final prototype takes flight

He expects the first E175-E2 delivery could
take place “somewhere between the end of
2021 and first quarter of 2022. I’d like to be
delivering an aircraft by December 2021.”
While there are no firm orders, Embraer
holds contractual commitments from US
carriers SkyWest and Trans States which are
subject to a change in the US pilot scope
clause regulations to enable the E175-E2
to be compliant.
“My team is working on securing firm
orders in the first half of this year outside
the US and we have a high degree of
confidence… in [securing] meaningful orders,”
Slattery says. “There is plenty of demand in
Western continental Europe and Southeast
Asia and other jurisdictions.”

The fifth C919 test aircraft had
completed its maiden flight from Shanghai
on 24 October. It undertook a 1h 37min test
flight, during which operational checks were
conducted.
Comac says the fifth test aircraft will
undergo tests primarily in extreme weather
conditions: high heat and cold. It will also
perform test flights relating to environmental
control and drainage, as well as electrical
supply.
Cirium fleets data shows that there are
305 firm orders for the C919. Comac has also
secured more than 700 commitments.
FlightGlobal understands that the C919
is likely to enter service in 2021 or 2022,
compared with the originally planned
timeframe of 2020-2021.

Embraer

Flight-testing of China’s indigenous
single‑aisle, the Comac C919, reached a key
milestone late last year when the sixth and
final prototype completed its maiden sortie.
The 2h 5min flight of the CFM International
Leap-1C-powered twinjet from Shanghai’s
Pudong International airport took place on
27 December. The aircraft, numbered 106,
joins five other prototypes in the test
campaign of the narrowbody. Launch
operator will be Shanghai-based China
Eastern Airlines and production has already
begun on customer aircraft.
The advent of aircraft 106’s testing
campaign came shortly after the 5 December
departure of aircraft 105 for Nanchang in
northeast China. Aircraft 105 had its first flight
in late October.

Embraer aims to secure orders for the smallest
E-Jet E2 variant in the coming months as it
targets non-US customers for the E175-E2.
Meanwhile, production of the original
E175-E1 could continue alongside the
re‑engined variant “for ever” as Embraer
awaits a widening of the US scope clauses.
The first Pratt & Whitney PW1700Gpowered E175-E2 was flown on 12 December,
despite Embraer currently holding no firm
orders for the latest and final E-Jet derivative
to be developed.
Embraer Commercial Aviation chief
executive John Slattery told FlightGlobal this
January in Dublin that flight testing is
progressing on “a timeline of two years for
the certification”.

777-9: campaign gets under way
Boeing is steadily building up the flight-test
hours on the first 777-9 airframe, following
the successful completion of big twinjet’s
maiden flight on 25 January.
The 3h 51min first flight signalled the start
of at least a year of flight testing for Boeing
that will involve four 777-9 test aircraft.
Boeing says it is aiming to begin deliveries
in 2021. Launch customer Emirates had been
expecting to take delivery of its first 777X by
mid-2020, but the schedule has been subject
to a major slippage after an extensive delay
to the first flight, resulting from a design issue
with its GE Aviation GE9X-105B powerplant.
The first aircraft, designated WH001, was
unveiled to Boeing employees at its Everett,
Washington production plant in March 2019
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and had been expected to fly within months.
However GE discovered it required a late
redesign to a stator in the GE9X’s highpressure compressor, which has kept the
777-9 grounded until January 2020.
WH001 finally took off from Everett’s Paine
Field at 10:09 local time on 25 January. After
undergoing testing over Washington State,
WH001 returned for a landing at Everett at
around 14:00.
The flightcrew for the test comprised
777/777X chief pilot Capt Van Chaney and
Boeing chief pilot Craig Bomben. They
undertook an initial test programme to
evaluate the aircraft’s systems and structures,
monitored in real time by the test team in
Seattle.

Although the Boeing 737 Max remains
grounded for airline operations, progress is
being made with development of the latest
and largest variant, the Max 10.
The first Max 10 was quietly unveiled
to employees at Boeing’s plant in Renton,
Washington State, on 22 November 2019.
At the unveiling, the company stressed its
commitment to safety and customers, and
said the Max 10 “offers the lowest seat-mile
cost of any single-aisle airplane ever
produced”.
At the time, Boeing said it expected to
conduct the first flight of the Max 10 in 2020,
but as of February it still remains on the
ground.
Boeing launched the Max 10 – which is the
fourth size variant of the 737 Max family – at

the Paris air show in 2017 as a competitor to
the A321neo. It can seat up to 230 passengers
and, with an auxiliary fuel tank, has a range of
3,300nm (6,100km).
The aircraft is more than a simple stretch as
it features a revised main landing gear design.
It is about 1.6m (5ft 3in) longer than the
Max 9, which required modified landing gear
to ensure the appropriate clearance between
the rear fuselage and the ground during takeoff rotation.
Boeing has incorporated a semi-levered
main gear design, which enables it to extend
241mm (9.5in) upon rotation during the
take‑off run and provides the required
clearance. A steel compressing mechanism
called a “shrink link” pulls the inner cylinder
as the gear retracts.

Boeing

Boeing

737 Max 10: progress continues
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Airbus

MC-21 bids for dual-certification

BelugaXL: freighter in production

the MC-21 not only under Russian standards
but also under those of the European Union
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA).
Irkut is progressing towards completion of
the first MC-21-300 to be fitted with the rival
Aviadvigatel PD-14 powerplant, which is
domestically built. It completed fuselage
assembly of the first PD-14-powered MC-21
on 10 December.
The PD-14, manufactured by Perm Motors,
is available as an alternative option. It secured
Russian certification last year and Irkut intends
to obtain EASA approval.
The PD-14 will deliver up to 137kN of thrust
for take-off, while the PW1400G is capable of
125-137kN.
Aeroflot is among the customers potentially
set to take the PD-14 version of the MC-21,
as part of an order for 50 aircraft.

The Rolls-Royce Trent 700-powered
aircraft – formally named A330-700L – has
been developed to replace Airbus’s in-service
fleet of five A300-600-based BelugaSTs and
provides about 30% more capacity than its
predecessor. Unlike the A300-based variant,
the XL is equipped with fly-by-wire controls.
“The BelugaXL has the largest cargo bay
cross-section of all existing cargo aircraft,”
Airbus notes. While an A300-600ST can
transport one A350 wing, the new freighter
has space for two.
Like its predecessor, the BelugaXL will be
deployed to transport components between
11 European sites. The A300-600STs will be
phased out from 2021.

Irkut

Airbus began operating its new BelugaXL
high-capacity freighter in January as it
works to ramp up production across its plants.
The A330-based aircraft, one of six being
produced, completed its first operational
flight on 9 January.
This followed European certification in
November 2019, after a test campaign of
more than 700h across some 200 flights since
the first in July 2018. Two aircraft were used
for the certification programme.
The BelugaXL, which has a maximum
payload of 51t, has been designed to offer
greater internal capacity. All six BelugaXL
freighters will be operating by the end of
2023, says Airbus.

Russia’s all-new single-aisle, the Irkut
MC-21-300, is progressing through flight
trials. The fourth aircraft joined the
programme on 25 December when it
departed from the assembly facility in Irkutsk.
The Pratt & Whitney PW1400G-powered
twinjet operated to an altitude of 3,000m
(9,800ft) and at speeds of up to 270kt
(500km/h).
“According to the crew report, the
[flight tasks] were performed completely,”
says Irkut.
Three other MC-21-300s have been
carrying out certification test flights from
a facility in Moscow.
“Results from the first three MC-21-300
[test aircraft] were taken into account during
production of this new airframe,” says Irkut.
The aircraft will join the campaign to certify
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INVESTING IN THE EAST
CHRIS DAVIE, senior vice-president, customers
for Asia Pacific at Rolls-Royce Civil Aerospace, talks
about the UK firm’s market presence in the region,
as well as its growing industrial footprint in Singapore

Can you give some sense of
the number and type of engines the Singapore factory
has produced since its induction in
2012? Also, can you discuss how fan
blade production in Singapore fits
into Rolls-Royce’s global production
footprint?
The Singapore Assembly &
Test Unit (SATU) has the
capability to produce three
members of the Trent family: Trent 900,
Trent 1000 and Trent 7000.
In 2019, we produced just over 200
engines from SATU. The target for
2020 is more than 230 , which represents just under half of all the
widebody engines that R-R will produce in 2020.
The Fan Blade Singapore (FBSG)
facility manufactures our hollow
titanium wide chord fan blades for
Trent 900, Trent 1000, Trent 7000 and
Trent XWB.
FBSG is the group’s only facility
outside the UK to manufacture hollow
titanium wide chord fan blades,
a unique technology which has played
a key role in the success of the Trent
aero engine family. At full capacity,
FBSG can produce more than 8,600
fan blades per year. In 2019, FBSG produced more than 6,200 fan blades,
which equates to an average of one fan
blade every hour.
Rolls-Royce has had its
share of challenges with
the Trent 1000. Can you
share the role the Singapore factory
has played in dealing with this
situation?
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Can you describe the role of
automation in the Singapore
factory?
Automation plays a key role
in transforming not just our
factory but our entire organisation with smart manufacturing and
Industry 4.0 technologies.
We harness the stability and repeatability of robotics for module assembly, testing and inspection, advanced
repair and remanufacturing methods,
which includes laser metal deposition,
adaptive technology for smart inspection, and factory simulation.
Automation helps us gain the best
of both worlds in terms of productivity
and safety. It ensures consistency,
speed and quality in our production
output and helps create a safer working environment. For example, the
wide chord fan blade manufacturing
facility uses a robotic arm to hoist
blades into a furnace and for loading
and unloading. Likewise, an automated finishing process has helped to
reduce scrap rates and improve the
process flow.
Modern aircraft engines
such as the Trent XWB and
Trent 1000 produce masses

Rolls-Royce

The Rolls-Royce Seletar campus in Singapore has significantly increased our global
manufacturing capacity. Since we
opened the campus in 2012, engine
assembly has increased year-on-year
and the production of our hollow titanium wide chord fan blades has gone
up by 250%. The Seletar campus also
allows us to get closer to and offer
better support to our customers in the
Asia Pacific region.
IATA estimates that in 10 years’
time air travel in Asia Pacific will be
greater than in North America and
Europe combined. Our aviation customers will experience rapidly growing requirements in terms of engine
performance, longevity and efficiency.
Therefore, our Singapore factory helps
in building up a technological presence that will improve our production
capacity, facilitate research processes
and help enrich the MRO ecosystem in
the region – complementing the capabilities of our Derby facility.

Returning the Trent 1000 fleet
to full health has been – and
remains – our number one
business priority. SAESL (Singapore
Aero Engine Services), our joint
venture with Singapore Airlines
Engineering, has played an important
role in supporting this recovery. As a
centre of excellence for Trent engine
repair and overhaul, with capacity for
more than 300 engine overhauls per
year, SAESL is the biggest MRO facility in our network and has absorbed a
large proportion of the Trent 1000 recovery work. In 2019, output from the
facility increased by 10%, a reflection
of the increased demand from the
Trent 1000 fleet.

of data, which can be analysed to
develop and implement improved
efficiencies. Can you discuss how this
has helped airline customers in the
region?
Rolls-Royce pioneered engine health monitoring
(EHM) in the early 1980s
to indicate engine health and predict
when maintenance will be necessary;
we have continued to develop this
capability over time. New generation
engines, such as the Trent XWB, Trent
1000 and Trent 7000, are able to capture more parameters across the engine
and at higher sampling frequency. We

have moved from about 30 parameters
being scanned three times per flight to
hundreds of parameters being recorded
every second. The additional data,
coupled with rapidly advancing computing capacity and analytical techniques, enables more potential faults to
be detected, and for these faults to be
detected earlier and with more confidence (ie, fewer false alerts). So we are
able to recommend appropriate maintenance action in plenty of time for our
customers to avoid disruption to their
operation.
More data has enabled us to implement lifing insight to extend the use
able life of life limited parts (LLPs).

Rolls-Royce is
taking part in
Singapore’s drive
for innovation,
giving it access
to bespole skills

Rolls-Royce

Rolls-Royce’s
Singapore
Seletar campus is a key
node in the company’s production strategy. How does it complement your main production facility
at Derby?

Previously, operators had to assume
that every flight was a worst-possible
case. Now, we treat every engine as an
individual, using data from each
flight to calculate how arduous that
flight is, and how much life is consumed on LLPs as a result. Lifing
insight increases engine time on wing
by up to 40% in some less-arduous
operations, with the lives of some
modules doubling before they require
overhaul. This reduces maintenance
for airlines and increases the residual
value of engines.
Comprehensive data showing how
the engines are actually used allows us
to recommend operational changes
to minimise fuel burn and CO2
emissions, and extend to engine life.
The Rolls-Royce efficiency management service combines engine data
with other contextual data from
the airline and third parties to give
deep insight.
Performance data is increasingly
being used in combination with digital
twins built on the Rolls-Royce
IntelligentEngine platform. These
enable the life of individual components to be modelled in accordance
with the data recorded by each individual engine. This allows RollsRoyce and our customers to plan and
forecast with increased accuracy – so
we have the right parts, people and
overhaul capacity in place when they
are needed.
Singapore is keen to develop
itself as a hub of innovation.
As a global aerospace leader, what is Rolls-Royce doing locally
to help Singapore achieve this aim?
How does Rolls-Royce benefit?
Singapore is committed to
continuing its innovation
push by building up a skilled
workforce, innovative firms and a
vibrant economy. Rolls-Royce has participated in all aspects of this strategy.
We are active partners in Singapore’s open innovation models, supported by the Economic Development
Board, the National Research Foundation, the Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR) and the
Nanyang Technological University
(NTU). This has resulted in our Smart
Manufacturing Joint Lab investment in
A*STAR’s Advanced Remanufacturing and Technology Centre (ARTC)
and Rolls-Royce@NTU Corporate Lab,
a S$75 million ($55 million) partnership with NTU, one of the top universities in the world.
The Joint Lab gives us the platform
to work with researchers as well as
local enterprises, offering them the opportunities to contribute to large-scale
technology projects. This allows them
to develop their competencies and
become more innovative. To date, this
initiative has opened up pathways for
about 40 local companies.
For Rolls-Royce, this means that we
have access to specialist resources and
bespoke skills that are not typically
available in our ranks to help solve our
problems. Thanks to the lab’s positive
results, Rolls-Royce and A*STAR
recently invested another S$8 million
into the programme, bringing the total
investment to nearly S$70 million. ■
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FLEXIBLE FRIEND
CHRISTOPHE POTOCKI, ATR’s head of Asia Pacific talks about the airframer’s future
prospects, as well as potential challenges to the brand’s hegemony in the segment
Southeast Asia is the biggest
market for ATR. What are
the factors behind this?
One reason is because Southeast Asia is a fast-developing
region where airport infrastructure development has yet to keep
up with the fast pace of growth. It
means there are many airports in
Southeast Asia that have too short a
runway to support jet aircraft.
Also, unlike North America and
parts of Europe, regional jet aircraft
have largely failed to take off in Asia
Pacific. This is due to pure economics.
The ATR has a lower trip cost than
jet aircraft and the airlines in A
 siaPacific recognise this. They also see
that the turboprop aircraft product has
evolved and now offers a very
comfortable passenger cabin.
Lower trip costs are important, as
passengers in Asia-Pacific are very
savvy and price conscious. As a
consequence of this, airlines need to
be price competitive.
Can you discuss progress
with the short take-off and
landing version of the ATR?
We have officially launched
the programme with commitments for 20 aircraft from
various customers. Irish lessor Elix
Aviation Capital has already signed a
letter of intent for 10 aircraft.
Even though Elix is based in
Europe, many of the ATR 42-600S aircraft it orders, I envisage, will actually
be for airlines in Asia and the Pacific
islands. The airline launch customer is
Air Tahiti, with a firm order for two.
Does the STOL version have
applications in the AsiaPacific?
We see a big market for the ATR
42-600S in our region. Particularly, the
Pacific islands and parts of Southeast
Asia, such as Papua, where there are
airports with short runways.
The ATR 42-600S is designed to
take off and land from runways as
short as 800m. Having a super short

take-off and landing version of the
ATR gives airlines a lot of flexibility.
We have forecast that the ATR
42-600S will allow ATR operators to
access 500 new airports worldwide
that were previously only accessible
by 19-seat aircraft. Nearly a third of
those airports are in Asia-Pacific.
Airlines sometimes say that
smaller aircraft such as
ATRs and regional jets are
not the most efficient use of slots at
busy hubs such as Bangkok and Jakarta. What is your response?
It is very important that governments, civil aviation regulators and airport operators
understand the importance that regional aircraft can bring to the local economy and local communities.
If you do away with regional aircraft, it means many local communities will no longer have an air service.
This is because there are some destinations where the passenger volumes are
too low or the runway too short to support larger aircraft.
There is also a very direct
correlation

between
regional
connectivity and local economic

development and living standards.

The ATR regional air service helps to
drive local economic growth and
improve people’s living standards by,
for example: facilitating business and
trade; helping to develop tourism in a
sustainable way; facilitating cultural
exchange; and providing people with
better access to essential services such
as healthcare and education.
Embraer has said that it may
move ahead with a new
turboprop. Can you offer

some thoughts on how ATR would
respond to a competitive challenge

such as this?
We are watching the market
closely. The interest from
new entrants demonstrates
the growing significance and importance of the regional turboprop market.
Our position in the market is very
strong. ATR is the market leader in our

Cebu Pacific is one of a growing number of ATR operators in the region
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segment. Our aircraft burn 40% less
fuel and have 40% less CO2 emissions
than regional jets of the same size.
ATR aircraft have lower trip costs as
well as better performance capability
on short airfields and in ‘hot and
high’ flying conditions. ATR has remained number one by continually
improving its product and customer
service network.
In the past two years
Singapore has shifted turboprop operations from Changi
to Seletar. Can you discuss how this
will impact the development of
turboprop operations into and out of
Singapore? So far, only Firefly operates its ATRs to Seletar.
We see the decision, by the
Singapore authorities, to
shift all commercial turboprop operations to Seletar Airport as
an opportunity. Singapore has
reportedly spent S$80 million ($58

million) on the new passenger
terminal at Seletar.
It is an outstanding terminal that
provides airline passengers with a
very convenient and comfortable experience. The terminal feels more like
a VIP terminal, which is not surprising
considering business jet operators also
share the building.
It only takes two minutes to get from
the terminal front door to your gate.
We see that being at Seletar is a competitive advantage.
Developing city airports, using turboprops, such as Seletar airport in Singapore, Subang airport in Kuala Lumpur, Sangley airport in Manila and
Indonesia’s Bandung airport contributes to economic development.
These city airports were previously
under-utilised. Also, the new turboprop services from these city airports
are often to under-served smaller cities
and towns in the country.
ATR is also active in the
freighter market. With cargo
demand down in 2019, can
you discuss how this business is faring? What is your forecast for additional ATR freighter sales?

ATR is the only regional
aircraft manufacturer offer
ing a straight-from-factory
dedicated regional aircraft freighter.
It’s the ATR 72-600F and our launch
customer is FedEx. There is growing
demand for ATR freighters in Asia-
Pacific, which is partly driven by the
growth of e-commerce.
Philippine carrier Cebu Pacific Air
has just converted two of its ATR
72-500s to dedicated freighters. Cebu
Pacific’s ATR freighters transport cargo
in ULD containers, the same
containers that its widebodies use.

Cebu Pacific sees opportunity to
transport goods from smaller cities

and towns in the Philippines to
Manila where the goods are then

transferred to the belly-hold of widebodies for export.
In the Philippines, just as with other
markets around the world, there is an
expansion in e-commerce. E-commerce is growing 19% a year globally.
And when people order goods online,
they increasingly expect next-day
delivery. Therefore, air freight is

crucial for that.
In some other countries in Asia,
such as Indonesia, we are also seeing
the national government actively
encouraging the launch of air cargo
services to smaller cities and towns.

Indonesia has the ‘air bridge’
 rogramme, which is likely to lead to
p
the development of more air cargo
services in eastern Indonesia – and

this will be using turboprops.
Can you offer some insights
into the discussions you'll be
having with customers at the
Singapore air show? Specifically, what
products will you be promoting?
Southeast Asia is our biggest
market globally and the ATR
stand is always very busy at
the show. ATR operators and potential
new operators love to come to our
stand to meet with our management
and sales team.
We encourage that. ATR continues
to support the show because we really
value the opportunity to meet with our
customers, and potential new customers, face-to-face.
We have a Bangkok Airways ATR
72-600 on static display at the show
this year. We’re also promoting the
ATR 42-600S at the show, as well as
new product innovations such as
ClearVision, which is a new vision
system that combines enhanced vision
with s
ynthetic vision, for better
situational awareness at night or in
poor weather conditions. ■
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The 787-10 is the largest of the
family announced by Boeing in
2005. The type was certificated
just ahead of the previous
Singapore air show and entered
service with launch customer
Singapore Airlines in April 2018
in a 337-seat configuration.
Our cutaway, drawn by veteran
technical artist Tim Hall, first
appeared in Flight International
in March 2018.

BOEING 787-10
flightglobal.com/singapore
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For your superior maritime security
we’ve built the world’s most
advanced maritime helicopter.

With thousands of kilometers of coastline, you can’t leave maritime security to chance.
That’s why we’ve built the MH-60R SEAHAWK® helicopter. With its fully integrated set of mission
sensors, data networking and structural integrity, the MH-60R enables aircrews to make the best
decisions in today’s dynamic and complex sea environments. That’s how the world’s most
advanced, multi-role maritime helicopter ensures you’re prepared for any at-sea mission.
For more information, visit lockheedmartin.com/mh-60.
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